Isuzu trooper transmission

Isuzu has not produced the Trooper since , and the manufacturer has made only a few recalls
on this automobile. Several Trooper owners have complained about transmission problems,
according to Edmunds. These transmission complaints deal with everything from complete
transmission failure to a more minor problem with the transmission fluid. Edmunds reports that
some Trooper owners have had problems with the transmission slipping. Though Isuzu has not
issued a recall for this problem as of , Edmunds attributes the slipping to the transmission
bands wearing inside the Trooper. The transmission bands sit on the inside of the transmission;
each gear has a band that holds it in place as the driver shifts into another gear. Worn bands
can cause the Trooper's transmission to slip. Many transmission problems in the Isuzu Trooper
are attributed to low transmission fluid, with reports indicating that a leaky valve could be the
problem. A Trooper can slip gears, jerk when gears are shifted or not let the Isuzu move at all.
The Trooper owner needs to check the transmission fluid level. The transmission fluid level
dipstick, with lines indicating level, is located under the hood. These lines show whether the
transmission fluid level is low or at an acceptable level. The Isuzu owner must add transmission
fluid when the level falls below the top line of the dipstick, but he is warned against adding fluid
in excess of the top line. Isuzu Trooper owners have complained about transmission failure
attributable to overheating of the unit due to its being operated with a clogged transmission
filter. The transmission filter collects most of the debris made by wear of the gears. Once the
filter becomes clogged with transmission debris, it does not allow the flow of clean
transmission fluid inside the gears. The gears begin to create more friction causing the
transmission to run hotter. The Trooper owner can see this overheating development on the
dipstick of the transmission fluid, as the fluid will smell burned, or small particles will be visible
in the fluid. Horacio Garcia has been writing since , beginning his career as the spokesperson
for Trinity Broadcast Network. Within 10 years Garcia was being called upon to write speeches
and scripts for several state and federal congressmen, local broadcast networks and
publications such as "Readers Digest. Trooper Transmission Problems by Horacio Garcia.
Transmission Failure Isuzu Trooper owners have complained about transmission failure
attributable to overheating of the unit due to its being operated with a clogged transmission
filter. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June in Isuzu. June I have an 89
trooper II I am also having transmission problems. It shifts into 2nd at about mph. When it shifts
down at 40mph or at 25mph the rpm goes way high. I have changed the fluid and filter any other
ideas? Thanks nobhil. July If i find the problem ill post it here. I was told it could be the throttle
valve cable or transmission solenoid, there are three on mine. My throttle cable is bad so I am
replacing it. I was also told, that cable is crucial to the shifting of the transmission. Thanks,
nobhil. August Infrequently the transmission will slip into neutral soon after starting the car,
requiring me to pull over, turn off the engine and re-start. More frequently the car will "clunk" as
it shifts into third gear, again, right after starting the car. This also requires me to pull over,
stop, count to at least 20 and re-start. I've had the car checked out by reputable repair folks who
were unable to find anything out without taking out the transmission and pulling it apart at great
expense all of them recommended against doing that. One guy recommended that I leave it
alone unless it starts to act up more regularly. He was sympathetic, but since the car doesn't act
up on command he felt there was little he could do since he wasn't experiencing the problem. I
drive my kids around and having a car slip into another gear while in motion is disconcerting to
say the least. Has anyone else come upon this problem? I've checked for recalls, service
bulletins, etc. I bought the car used several years ago returned lease and it now has 83, miles on
it. I hoped it would help, but no luck. October I think I might have the same model except my car
is a manual transmission. I've actually found that you do swap from 2nd gear to 3rd at about 40
rpms and around mph. Don't ask me why, but i find if i want any power out of the car at all thats
the optimal shifting point. Don't know if thats how its suppose to be, but the issues seem to
correlate. I am having the same problem. It started about 6 months ago. After leaving the car
parked for a few days. It slammed into 3rd each time until I reached the interstate and stayed at
a consistent speed. It did it again the middle of August after being parked for 2 weeks. But this
last Sunday, it was only left overnight. I started it up, backed up and the first time shifting into
3rd, it slammed hard, it also slammed back when downshifting. That is the first time it has
reacted in downshifting. I took it back to the mechanic, He is at a loss. His only suggestion is to
change the transmission filter which was not done in the flush and fill service. Or just leave it
alone. Im worried about it, I love this truck. If you get any help, please let me know. Check out
the transmission mode switch. If the lights behave strangely, for example indicating R when you
have the shifter in 3, the mode switch could be the problem. Try cycling the shifter several times
to try and clean the contacts. Well it seams normal, but my problem is that my car swaps from

1st to 2nd in the range, and to revs, wich is not normal November I mistakenly took out a bolt
near the top of the transmission on the drivers side thinking it was the filler plug. Later, I found
the right filler and put the first bolt back. So after all was said and done and I started the rig up
and went to back out of my shop I couldn't get it in reverse! The bolt was screwed all the way in
when I first started so that blows my theory that it ony needs to go in part way as some sort of
adj. I have a trooper 3. I would probably take it to the dealership or mechanic. December I got a
94 trooper automatic transmission, about kms on it. Hey guys i need help here. I dont have the
money right now to bring it to the garage i Just want an opinion from someone. IMHO it sounds
like a bad transmission problem. Since you were on the road and then experienced the problem,
I don't think your Trans mode switch would be the problem, but it is easy enough to check it.
Search this forum or others or get a manual for how. It is usually the culprit for many problems,
but I am afraid that the overheating and current behavior of the trans means the trans itself is
damaged and will need repair. The smell was likely overheated trans fluid, and even though you
topped it off, you are not doing it any good still trying to drive it. The check tranny light means a
code or codes have been set and can be read to help learn what is going on. One guys opinion,
good luck. February I had "certified mechanic" look at it today and he told me the trans was
burned up, that I needed to replace the cost would be For some reason I still want diagnostics
to be ran, maybe just wishfull thinking. I dont know if this helps you out or not? Please reply
with any news. March Hi everyone I'm glad I found this site. I've had a 92 for a couple years now.
Mileage is unknown, the guy I bought it from had put in a speedo with It has alot more than that.
I got the flashing tranny light a awhile back and it stopped downshifting. At first I thought it was
slipping but figured out that If I manually shift to low a stop I can take off normally and can shift
up through the gears as I speed up. Kind of a manual automatic. I took it home and looked at it. I
found the wiring harness from the switch had fallen against the exhaust manifold and a few of
the wires had melted together. I separated them, nothing was too badly burnt, taped them up
and tied the harness away from the manifold. I still have the flashing light and it still won't
downshift. I figure the box was cooked when the wires shorted. There is no longer a dealer
within 90 miles but a boneyard in town has a 92 sitting in their yard. My question is: is there a
separate computer for the tranny and if there is where is it? Any other suggestions or
comments will be appreciated. One more thing, any one know where to get reasonable exhaust
parts? Thanks in advance for any help Ray. May I have a 89 Trooper 2 4wd, 4 cyl Auto trans
[Asian type1? After new engine installed last month, 10 days went by, and transmission starting
shifting "eraticly". Most problems are 4th [O. The truck was taken to transmission shop and
they cannot find problem. Thjey have changed some solenoids, checked sensor's etc, but no
help. I did have the trottle cable worked on after engine was put in, could this be my problem?
The truck has 55K original miles, transmission was very tight and flawless prior to engine
replacement. Can anyone help with advise?? I need to know how to get into normal mode Not
winter or power mode HHtrooper Posts: 1. January The Trooper is still drivable, but acceleration
from a stop to about 30mph is very slow. Feel like I'm really stepping on the gas and not moving
fast. Seems to run better in the cold weather, but I'm in TX so not much of that here. It has K and
seems to running okay otherwise. Have been having this acceleration problem for over a year
but no one's been able to diagnose it. My concern is that I'll put the money into a new
transmission and either that won't solve the problem or something new will arise. Have a baby
due in 2 weeks and wondering if it'd just be safer to get something newer. Any insight would be
greatly appreciated. This exact same thing started happening to my They said 3rd and drive was
completely gone. I approved them to go ahead and drop the transmission and go to work. I think
the value of these vehicles will start to decline rapidly since Isuzu Auto pulled out of the U. Hello
Found your reply today and was wondering if you ever got your trooper repaired. Sounds like I
have the same problem. Rev and 4th seenm normal but starting in drive or 1st or second moves
very slow until around 30 mph. If you repaired it what was the final cost? I have a Isuzu trooper
with k on this transmission. This is the second factory transmission as the first went out under
warranty at 95K. This one out of the blue, takes off very slow in drive, 1st, 2nd. I do not hear or
feel any slipping however, just hig revving until it get to then seems to run fine. Anyone been
down this road before? Hi, I have the same exact problem in my '92 Trooper. I have to manually
shift the gears to gain a reasonable speed. If I stop and re start the the motor, flashing goes off
but once it start running it repeats all again. I have this problem appearing and disappearing
since several months, but now it seems that it won't disappear. Did you get your tranny fixed? I
have an 89 trooper 4 cyl auto. The problem i am having is going down hill at aprox MPH and
letting off the throttle just a fraction the transmission will down shift to 3rd sending the rpms
racing. It will stay in 3rd until either the road flattens out or you accelerate even more to around
65 mph then it will up shift. Now this only happens going down hill, going up hill or on flat
ground it shifts and runs just fine. Any thoughts on this??? Oh yeah the fluid level in the tranny

is fine. After two hours the vehicle cooled down and the transmission reengaged - only drove it
a block. Transmission fluid level is fine and no leakage spotted - is this potentially a filter issue?
Any suggestions? Hello,I recently bought a trooper with a auto transmission. Im wondering
about adjustments as Im Just learning about troopers etc. Im wondering If its the linkage? I also
want to check,then maybe change the transmission fliud,for peace of mind,so I know where Im
at with it, I cannot afford a New transmission,as I just bought the vehicle. So hopefully,I cant Nip
this Thank you. My tranny won't go And on the dash the 4x4 light is on, brake and battery light. I
have replaced the TCM and still no results any suggestions on what to look for next. Have a '96
Trooper and the auto tranny popped out of OD gear on the highway. Had to drive home at
20mph as it will not upshift. Mechanic friend scoped and shows "vehicle speed sensor". I am
looking to see if anyone knows the correct location and part number for this. There is one I can
see on the transfer case and then mech said there is one on top of tranny. When I try to order
part online, I get 3 or 4 different units to chose from. Any help would be appreciated! I have a
with identical problem. Are you implying that this problem may be fixed by flushing and using
transmedic? I'm trying to decide if the vehicle is salvagable. I bought this Trooper and owner
said he never used the 4x4. It will not go into 4high and 4low seems not to work although says
it's engaged. I'm getting a P code O2 sensor heater circuit, passenger side post-catalytic
converter. I've replaced the sensor, erased the code with a scan tool and I'm still getting the
CEL! I've also had an issue with the Trans running 4th gear at high rpm rpm 60mph. If i push it
past 70 mph, the tranny clunks real hard and the light comes on. This happened previously this
year and I had to replace the tranny. When the truck gets to 60mph, the rpms jump a little then
settle back in. I'm thinking wiring issue but no one can figure it out. The Rodeo forum hasn't
provided any info yet. September I have a few issues, most of which I think have a lot to do with
my being a single 50ish female. The shop that worked on my car has been extremely evasive
and abusive about everything that's gone wrong ever since the work was done. I truly believe
that the shop took short cuts, and perhaps are not well-versed in the transmission problems of
a Isuzu Trooper LS. I must find a job asap, and I need my car!!. One of the first interesting things
I read was that my car has a sealed transmission, which needs to be replaced, not repaired. Is
this true? Secondly, the shop that did the work considers anything electrical in nature that may
be causing the problem to be outside of, ie: not included in the price of the work they did. Is this
common, acceptable practice? Also, another mechanic very recently showed me that 5 of the
pan bolts were stripped and therefore would not achieve the necessary torque. In one of the pan
bolts the original mechanic had placed a wire in the threads in an attempt to have the bolt
tighten against it!! Not only had the original mechanic not advised me of the problem, but what
he did say was that he "fixed everything he came across like new". Within a couple of months
the car wasn't shifting properly, was out of fluid, and when I had asked the original mechanic
what the problem had been he snapped at me that "it blew a seal!! The last time I took it to the
original mechanic, the transmission would only shift manually. The transmission worked for
about 10 miles, then reverted back to manual-only operation. When I called the mechanic, he
yelled at me that it worked when I got it, and when I asked him what had been the problem he
fixed, he said he fixed a burned wire, and further yelled that he "could spend all day explaining
it too me but I would never understand!! I did, though, have two other mechanics look for any
trace of a burned or recently repaired wire, and there was none. I have since done more
research and learned that the electrical system needs to be "reset" following a rebuild. Maybe
he doesn't know about that? Through all of this the original mechanic has been telling me I only
had a 90 day warrantee on the work, but when I pulled out the original invoice, it said 12
months. The mechanic that showed me the stripped bolts also pointed out that what trans fluid
was there was burned. I have been driving the car manually, but only around town, no more
than 35mph. Can that alone burn-up a transmission if there is fluid? Or is the overheating
directly related to the leaking transmission fluid?. I have 30 days left on my 12 month warranty,
but I don't want to go back to these guys without some ammunition. I have already filed a report
with Fl Dept of Consumer Services, which I'm told is supposed to regulate business practices.
When the trans shop finally responded, they said two things: my model of "transmission is
re-buildable, and the transmission works fine. All of the other mechanics that have seen the car
say that I need to take the car back and demand that they do it right, but I have absolutely no
confidence in that idea, and no confidence in either the ability or integrity of this shop. I've
already come very close to loosing my home. I have to get a job right away, but I live in a
smaller town, with very few open positions in my field, at my salary range. I welcome any input
that may help me put this to rest. It sounds like this mechanic is a piece of work. I hate when
people don't take responsibility for their work. Honesty is so hard to come by with mechanics
these days. Obviously this mechanic also lacks social skills if he can't be courteous with you.
You can also consult an attorney. Some attorneys will even write a letter on your behalf with

your expectations to the repair shop. Just having it on legal letterhead may add some
persuasion that they need to get it in gear and help resolve the issues they've created. You
might also see if one of the other mechanics you've spoken with will go with you to the repair
shop and have a sit down with those guys. That way you can have it all laid out for you and the
mechanic you bring with you and can call BS or ask questions if things are unclear right there
on the spot. Again, document everything. The only problem with trying to take another
mechanic with you is that it might be taboo to do so But doesn't hurt to ask. Offer them some
cash for their time. It may be well worth it. You can also talk to your local news agencies TV and
newspaper to see if they might help you set things right if the above doesn't work. Our local TV
news has a segment where they confront bad businesses on consumers behalf on the news.
Good luck. I know it is frustrating. I just took my Trooper in yesterday to begin having it's
transmission rebuilt today. I am hoping they are an honorable shop. That reminds me Thank
you so much for taking the time to read my long message and respond!. I have found a low cost
atty service, they're next, and hopefully more readers will respond, especially transmission
mechanics, so that I can show technical as well as consumer responses to the atty. I was
hoping the Dept of Consumer Services guy would stand beside me on this, he even told me on
the phone that he would keep pushing until we got a satisfactory response, then the next thing I
got was his letter completely dropping the ball. Believe me I've thought alot about paying one of
the other mechanics to go in with me, but they're in another city, and likely to consider it too
much an imposition to begin with. And I have contacted a couple of "investigative reporter"
scenarios, but they have either not responded or brushed me off with a form letter. Thanks
again for your support, a little outside empathy goes a long way for me these days. My buddy
had the same problem. We jacked it up and checked t
2000 chevy silverado thermostat
2004 honda shadow spirit
2010 chevy malibu steering wheel controls
o make sure the drive shafts to the front hubs were turning, they were. We pulled the wheels
and the snap ring on the right front was broken. Replaced the 16 cent snap and the drive on the
front worked. My 94 trooper with , miles recently had the transmission completely rebuilt after
the original tranny finally went out: new clutches, torque converter, valve body, solenoids, the
whole nine yards. After the rebuild, everything worked fine except cruising on the highway in
OD. When not deliberately on the throttle, the car would shift from 4th back to third with high
rpms, until i pushed the accelerator again. The transmission shop has worked non-stop for the
past 3 weeks, going back through, disassembling, reassembling, replacing all solenoids again,
vehicle speed sensor, throttle position sensors, wiring, etc. After weeks of combing through
everything again and again, we are at a loss. The car works fine, except in Overdrive on the
highway. Any thoughts? Sign In or Register to comment.

